This was interpreted as signaling oxidation of the cluster, but a low level of accumulation of P* prevented further characterization. In this study, three methods for directly detecting and trapping P* are applied together to allow its spectroscopic and kinetic characterization. First, the MMOB mutant His33Ala is used to specifically slow the decay of P* without affecting its formation rate, leading to its nearly quantitative accumulation. Second, spectra-kinetic data collection is used to provide a sensitive measure of the formation and decay rate constants of intermediates as well as their optical spectra. Finally, the substrate furan is included to react with Q and quench its strong chromophore. The optical spectrum of P* closely mimics those of H red and O, but it is distinctly different from that of P. The reaction cycle rate constants allowed prediction of the times for maximal accumulation of the intermediates. Mossbauer spectra of rapid freeze-quench samples at these times show that the intermediates are formed at almost exactly the predicted levels. The Mossbauer spectra show that the diiron cluster of P*, quite unexpectedly, is in the Fe II Fe II state. Thus, the loss of the g = 16 EPR signal results from a change in the electronic structure of the Fe II Fe II center rather than oxidation. The similarity of the optical and Mossbauer spectra of H red , O, and P* suggests that only subtle changes occur in the electronic and physical structure of the diiron cluster as P* forms. Nevertheless, the changes that do occur are necessary for O 2 to be activated for hydrocarbon oxidation.
IV intermediate Q. Q binds and reacts with methane to yield methanol and water. The rate constants for these steps are increased by a regulatory protein, MMOB. Previously reported transient kinetic studies have suggested that an intermediate P* forms between O and P in which the g = 16 EPR signal characteristic of the reduced diiron cluster of H red and O is lost. This was interpreted as signaling oxidation of the cluster, but a low level of accumulation of P* prevented further characterization. In this study, three methods for directly detecting and trapping P* are applied together to allow its spectroscopic and kinetic characterization. First, the MMOB mutant His33Ala is used to specifically slow the decay of P* without affecting its formation rate, leading to its nearly quantitative accumulation. Second, spectra-kinetic data collection is used to provide a sensitive measure of the formation and decay rate constants of intermediates as well as their optical spectra. Finally, the substrate furan is included to react with Q and quench its strong chromophore. The optical spectrum of P* closely mimics those of H red and O, but it is distinctly different from that of P. The reaction cycle rate constants allowed prediction of the times for maximal accumulation of the intermediates. Mossbauer spectra of rapid freeze-quench samples at these times show that the intermediates are formed at almost exactly the predicted levels. The Mossbauer spectra show that the diiron cluster of P*, quite unexpectedly, is in the Fe II Fe II state. Thus, the loss of the g = 16 EPR signal results from a change in the electronic structure of the Fe II Fe II center rather than oxidation. The similarity of the optical and Mossbauer spectra of H red , O, and P* suggests that only subtle changes occur in the electronic and physical structure of the diiron cluster as P* forms. Nevertheless, the changes that do occur are necessary for O 2 to be activated for hydrocarbon oxidation.
T he soluble form of methane monooxygenase (sMMO) found in many methanotrophs catalyzes the oxidation of methane to methanol as part of the metabolic pathway that allows these microorganisms to use methane as the sole carbon and energy source.
1 This demanding reaction (methane bond dissociation energy of 105 kcal mol
2 is catalyzed only by sMMO and particulate MMO (and to a lesser extent, pMMOlike ammonia monooxygenase in autotrophic ammoniaoxidizing bacteria). 3, 4 sMMO is an enzyme system comprised of three protein components: (i) a hydroxylase (MMOH) containing a diiron metal cluster in the active site, (ii) a [2Fe-2S] cluster and FAD-containing reductase (MMOR) that mediates electron transfer between NADH and the diiron cluster, and (iii) a regulatory protein MMOB that is devoid of any cofactors. 5−7 The unique reactivity of sMMO has spurred research into its chemical mechanism and led to extensive efforts to mimic the chemistry using synthetic model compounds. 6−12 We have studied the mechanism of sMMO using the enzyme from the type II methanotroph Methylosinus trichosporium OB3b (M.t. OB3b), while others have used the enzyme from the type X methanotroph Methylococcus capsulatus Bath (M.c. Bath) with similar results. [6] [7] [8] 13 Single-turnover transient kinetic studies in the presence of MMOB have been used to map the reaction cycle intermediates as shown in Scheme 1. 6,7,14−16 
. 5 This form of the enzyme reacts with O 2 to form intermediate O, which has oxygen bound to the enzyme, but perhaps not to the diiron cluster. 17 Intermediate O decays to form intermediate P; the latter exhibits a weak optical band at 700 nm and Mossbauer parameters diagnostic of a diferric cluster with a peroxo moiety bound to the iron atoms. 18−20 The precise nature of the cluster in P is unknown, but comparison with model complexes and peroxo intermediates in related diiron enzymes suggests that it is a μ-1,2-peroxo dinuclear Fe III complex. 8 Intermediate P decays to form intermediate Q, which has been shown by Mossbauer and X-ray absorption studies to contain a unique bis-μ-oxo Fe IV 2 diamond core cluster.
14,20,21 Q exhibits a relatively intense optical spectrum with maxima at 330 and 430 nm (ε 430 = 7500 M −1 cm
−1
). This spectrum has allowed extensive studies of the mechanism of the reaction with methane and adventitious substrates. 14,15,18,22−25 It is likely that the reaction occurs by hydrogen atom abstraction with a substantial tunneling component to form intermediate R. 26,29−31 Rebound of the cluster-bound hydroxyl group onto the substrate radical would yield the product complex, termed T, which dissociates to complete the cycle. 14 Our transient kinetic studies of the O to P conversion have indicated the presence of an intervening intermediate termed P*. 19 Two experimental observations led to this mechanistic proposal. The first evidence is that the rate constant of formation of P (10 s −1 at 4°C and pH 7.0) is slower than the rate constant for the decay of O (26 s −1 at 4°C and pH 7.0), indicating that there must be an intermediate between them. The second line of evidence arises from the observation that the decay rate constant of O is pH-independent, in contrast to the pH-dependent rate constant for the formation of P, showing that the reactions cannot be the same. To date, transient kinetic single-turnover studies of MMOH from M.t. OB3b have failed to reveal any spectral features that can be attributed to P*. However, the fact that the g = 16 signal of the diferrous cluster disappears as P* is formed was interpreted to indicate that either one or both cluster irons are oxidized due to formation of a metal-ligated superoxo or peroxo complex. 19 Recent studies using the M.c. Bath enzyme provide kinetic evidence of the presence of an intermediate before H peroxo (equivalent to P) in the MMOH catalytic cycle. 16 A global fitting of the kinetic time traces at 420 and 720 nm of a singleturnover reaction of reduced M.c. 17 For adventitious substrates, the regiospecificity of hydroxylation usually changes quite markedly when MMOB is added, and spectroscopic studies indicate that the diiron cluster environment of MMOH is altered in the MMOH−MMOB complex. 33−35 The residues that form the interface between MMOH and MMOB have been identified by spectroscopic studies. 36, 37 A set of MMOB variants made by introducing sitespecific mutations of these residues has been shown to alter the rate constants for interconversion between MMOH reaction cycle intermediates. 28, 32 One of the variants, MMOB His33Ala (H33A), specifically decreases one or more of the rate constants for the steps in the conversion of H red to P, potentially allowing the reactions in this sequence to be studied in detail.
Here, we show that MMOB H33A decreases the rate constant for the specific step of formation of P from P* by ∼30-fold without a significant decrease in the rate constant for O decay, resulting in nearly quantitative accumulation of P*. This permits the observation of the electronic absorption and Mossbauer spectra of P*. It is shown that P* has an oxidation state different from that previously proposed, suggesting a new approach to formation of the peroxo complex in diiron clustercontaining oxygenases.
■ EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Chemicals. 3-(N-Morpholino)propanesulfonic acid, glycerol, ferrous ammonium sulfate, cysteine, urea, furan, sodium hydrosulfite, and methyl viologen were purchased from SigmaAldrich.
Biological Materials. MMOH was purified from M. trichosporium OB3b with the following modifications to the published protocol. 38 All purification buffers contained 0.2 mM ferrous ammonium sulfate and 2.0 mM cysteine as a stabilizer for the active site iron of MMOH. These were added to the cold buffers at least 3 h before use and purged with nitrogen for 1 h before and during use. The chromatography columns were also equilibrated with nitrogen-purged buffers before being loaded with the iron/cysteine stabilizer-containing buffers. The second high-resolution ion-exchange chromatography column was additionally scrubbed free of oxygen with 20 mL of 5.0 mM sodium hydrosulfite solution. The M.t. OB3b cell free extract was applied to the initial DEAE ion-exchange column in a batch-binding manner. The protein fractions containing MMOH were subsequently collected in sealed argon-purged glass vials. The MMOH-containing protein fractions were pooled and concentrated. This concentrated eluent pool was desalted through a Sephadex G-25 column (22 cm × 2.8 cm) equilibrated in 25 mM MOPS (pH 6.8). The desalted protein pool was subsequently applied to a high-resolution QSepharose column (12 cm × 2.8 cm) equilibrated in 25 mM MOPS (pH 6.8). MMOH is eluted with a 900 mL gradient from 0 to 0.08 M NaCl in the same buffer at a linear flow rate of 23 cm/h. The MMOH-containing protein fractions were collected in argon-purged sealed glass vials, pooled, and concentrated via ultrafiltration. Glycerol was added to a final concentration of 5% (v/v) to the protein pool. The recombinantly expressed H33A MMOB mutant was purified according to the protocol previously described. 39 Transient Kinetic Experiments. Transient kinetic singleturnover experiments were performed on an Applied Photophysics stopped-flow instrument (model SX.18MV with the SX Pro-Data upgrade). The sample preparation for MMOH involved making MMOH anaerobic under argon at 4°C followed by a transfer into an anaerobic glovebag (Coy). The protein was reduced with a stoichiometric excess of sodium hydrosulfite and methyl viologen (10% of the MMOH active site concentration) at room temperature for 20 min. The chemical reductants were separated from MMOH by being passed through a Sephadex G-25 PD-10 desalting column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in 100 mM MOPS buffer at the chosen pH point containing 0.2 mM ferrous ammonium sulfate and 2.0 mM cysteine. The iron/cysteine-containing buffer was incubated for 1.5 h at 4°C before being made anaerobic. The reduced protein was loaded into one of the drive syringes on the stopped-flow instrument using a Hamilton gastight syringe. The other drive syringe was loaded with a stoichiometrically equivalent amount of H33A MMOB in oxygen-saturated buffer. If an sMMO substrate was utilized in the single-turnover experiment, it was also added to this drive syringe. For both these experiments and the rapid freeze-quench (RFQ) experiments described below, the results are not affected by premixing MMOH and MMOB in one syringe or mixing them during the transient kinetic experiment. MMOH is much more soluble when mixed with MMOB, so that premixing facilitates sample handling when using very high enzyme concentrations in the RFQ experiments. On the other hand, reduced MMOH reacts much slower with O 2 in the absence of MMOB, facilitating handling for lower-concentration samples. The single-wavelength transient kinetic data were analyzed with Pro-Data Viewer from Applied Photophysics and fit to a summed exponential expression. 15 Singular-value decomposition of spectra-kinetic multiple-wavelength data was performed using the Pro-Kineticist global analysis software (Applied Photophysics). The protein concentration of MMOH used in the transient kinetic experiments is described in terms of reactive MMOH active sites. This description arises from the presence of two populations of MMOH active sites: (i) a population that undergoes turnover with previously observed kinetic rates and forms catalytic intermediates 14 and (ii) a population that undergoes a slow reaction with O 2 and therefore does not accumulate catalytic intermediates during turnover. The presence of two populations of MMOH with only one population displaying intermediates in the singleturnover catalytic cycle is also observed in MMOH from M.c. Bath. 16 The reactive population of MMOH active sites comprises 40% of the total MMOH active sites in the MMOH protein used in most of the experiments described in this study, although preparations with as much as 60% have been obtained. The active fraction was determined from a comparison of the observed specific activity to the specific activity of a fully active preparation (1200 nmol min
).
38
The active fraction can also be determined from the maximal observed yield of Q by optical detection and the known rate constants for the reaction cycle. The two methods give good agreement. RFQ Mossbauer and EPR Experiments. For the preparation of rapid freeze-quench Mossbauer and EPR samples, MMOH was reduced with a stoichiometric amount of sodium hydrosulfite in the presence of methyl viologen (10% of the MMOH active site concentration). A stoichiometric amount (per active site) of H33A MMOB was then added to reduced MMOH under anaerobic conditions and the mixture loaded in an RFQ syringe. The RFQ syringe was loaded on an Update Instrument model 1019 RFQ apparatus. A lowtemperature bath circulator (Neslab LT-50) maintained the reactants in the RFQ assembly at a temperature of 4°C. The RFQ samples were produced by mixing the reduced MMOH enzyme with oxygen-saturated buffer and freezing the reaction mixture at specified time points on counter-rotating aluminum wheels at liquid nitrogen temperature. 40 The frozen sample was then packed in RFQ Mossbauer cups or EPR tubes under liquid nitrogen. EPR spectra were collected using a Bruker Elexsys E-500 or Bruker ESP 300 spectrometer each equipped with a Bruker dual-mode cavity and an Oxford ESR 910 liquid helium cryostat. Mossbauer spectroscopy was performed as previously described. 40, 41 Spectra were analyzed using WMOSS (SEE Co., Edina, MN).
■ RESULTS
Single-Turnover Reaction Using H33A MMOB in the Absence of Substrate Slows the P* to P Conversion
Step. The photodiode array traces for the single-turnover reaction of H red in the presence of H33A MMOB but in the absence of the substrate are shown in Figure 1 . While the formation and decay of intermediate Q are readily seen in the 400−450 nm region, there is no evidence of the spectrum of intermediate P, normally seen in the 700 nm region. 15, 16, 18, 28 Extraction of the rate constants for the reaction by multipleexponential fitting of the time course shown in the inset of Figure 1 indicates that the apparent formation rate constant of Q at 4°C is decreased from 2.7 s −1 (observed with wild-type MMOB) to 0.38 s −1 , similar to our previous findings. 28 When considered together, these results indicate that the use of MMOB H33A greatly slows formation of Q by slowing a step prior to the P to Q conversion. The slow step in the O to P sequence can be determined by monitoring the disappearance of intermediate O using rapid freeze-quench techniques and EPR spectroscopy. As shown in Figure 2 , the rate constant of decay of the parallel mode g = 16 EPR signal of O is nearly unchanged when using H33A MMOB in place of WT MMOB (k values of 28 and 26 s −1 , respectively). Together, the kinetic data show that it is the P* to P step that is greatly slowed by the mutation.
Single-Turnover Reaction Using H33A MMOB in the Presence of a Substrate Facilitates Direct Detection of P*. The broad electronic absorption spectrum of Q with large extinction coefficients (Figure 1 ) masks the spectra of other intermediates with weaker optical absorbance. To circumvent this problem, we have added furan as a substrate to rapidly react with Q and therefore quench its optical spectrum. 15 Because this substrate does not change the rate constants of the catalytic cycle prior to the decay of Q, 14,15 the accumulation of intermediates preceding Q should not be altered. 14, 15 We have also used methane instead of furan to quench Q with no change in the results. However, because methane is a gas, it limits the amount of O 2 that can be dissolved in the buffer, thereby restricting the concentration range available for the kinetic experiments.
A search for the optical features of P* using the commonly employed diode array detector as in Figure 1 proved to be unsuccessful. This is due to the relative insensitivity of the diode array detector. As an alternative, a spectra-kinetic data accumulation method was used to observe the single-turnover reaction of MMOH with H33A MMOB and furan. In this technique, a series of single-wavelength time courses are monitored at 15 nm intervals between 325 and 685 nm. These traces are then used to reconstruct the electronic absorption spectra of O and the other intermediates in the catalytic cycle.
While this requires much more enzyme than a single diode array measurement, the input light intensity is greatly attenuated (avoiding potential photochemical bleaching), and much finer temporal resolution is obtained because of the shorter integration time, leading to substantially higher signalto-noise ratios. Moreover, the higher dynamic range of the photomultiplier detector allows the 300−380 nm region to be accurately monitored at the protein concentrations used in the experiment. The latter was critical for the characterization of P*.
In the single-turnover reaction of H red with H33A MMOB and furan, we can observe the rapid formation of an intermediate species being maximized at 250 ms, which subsequently decays over 10 s to the resting diferric form of the enzyme, H ox ( Figure 3 ). While the formation of this transient intermediate can be observed across the whole wavelength region scanned, the decay can be seen only at long wavelengths between 535 and 685 nm. The absence of this decay phase at shorter wavelengths occurs because the formation of diferric H ox has a rate constant comparable to that of the decay of the intermediate and because H ox possesses an electronic absorption band with a large extinction coefficient in the near-UV region (Figure 1) , which masks the decay of the intermediate.
To obtain accurate rate constants and estimates for the relative accumulation of the intermediates, a global analysis was performed using the large data set that was collected over a range of wavelengths. This technique utilizes the entire data set and adds the additional constraint of accommodating the kinetic model at multiple wavelengths. The global fitting analysis of the spectra-kinetic data supports the O → P* → P → H ox kinetic model for the single turnover reaction. The rate constants determined for the steps in the reaction in the order shown are as follows: k 1 = 21.9 ± 0.5 s −1 , k 2 = 0.33 ± 0.03 s −1 , and k 3 = 1.76 ± 0.05 s −1
. The result of this fit is shown as an overlay of the time course at 625 nm in Figure 3 . The formation rate constant of 21.9 s −1 for the first intermediate is ) is also similar to the formation rate constant of 0.38 s −1 for Q (in actuality P) in the single-turnover reaction monitored with a diode array (Figure 1) . 28 This confirms the identity of the observed intermediate as compound P*. It also implies that the observation of the single-turnover reaction starts with compound O. The formation of O is not observed here as it likely occurs in the dead time of the stopped-flow instrument and has spectral properties indistinguishable from those of H red . The global fit allows estimation of the time-dependent accumulation of each intermediate as shown in the top panel of Figure 4 . P* is predicted to accumulate to approximately 90% of the total active site concentration after 250 ms. Later, a small accumulation of intermediate P is also predicted as P* decays. The observed decay rate constant of P (1.7 s −1 ) is slightly smaller than that observed in a single-turnover reaction in the presence of WT MMOB (2.7 s −1 ). 28 This is not unexpected because the functionally related MMOB H5A variant has been shown to decrease this rate constant to 1.7 s −1 . 28 The global fit to the MMOH reaction does not require the accumulation of compound Q between the decay of P and the formation of H ox . This is expected because the presence of 6 mM furan will completely quench Q (k form = 1.7 s , as calculated from the second-order rate constant of Q decay with furan). 14, 28 Compound P* is a catalytically competent intermediate because its rate constant for decay exceeds the turnover number for furan as a substrate at 4°C (k cat = 0.12 s
−1
). 14, 28 UV−Vis Spectrum of P*. Multicomponent analysis of the entire multiwavelength data set from which the time course shown in Figure 3 was extracted allows the electronic absorption spectrum of P* to be approximated ( Figure 5 ). It has a maximal absorption in the near-UV region (ε 325 = 12000 M −1 cm −1 ) that is very similar to that observed for O (and H red ) (ε 325 = 11100 M −1 cm −1 ). In fact, the entire UV−vis spectrum of P* is remarkably similar to, albeit distinguishable from, those of O and H red ( Figure 5, inset) . This suggests that they are similar species and markedly different than the more strongly absorbing intermediate P.
pH Dependence of P* Formation and Decay Steps. The pH dependence of the kinetic steps of formation and decay of compound P* has been studied to draw a comparison with the observation of the pH dependence of O decay and P formation when using WT MMOB. 19 The results clearly indicate that the formation of P* is pH-independent while its decay is a proton-dependent step ( Figure 6 ). On the basis of the similarity with the pH dependence of the kinetic steps observed when using WT MMOB, these data strongly corroborate the O → P* → P → Q → H ox kinetic model based on electronic absorption spectroscopy. For the simulation in the bottom panel, a numerical integration method using the rate constants determined here and the previously determined value for the rate constant for Q decay when using MMOB H33A in the absence of substrate was used to compute the time courses shown. 28 The dashed vertical lines indicate the times at which rapid freeze-quench samples were obtained for Mossbauer spectroscopy. In the top and bottom panels, the fractional accumulation refers to the reactive fraction of MMOH. Figure 5 . Pure component spectra of compound P* (red) as obtained by global fitting of spectra-kinetic data compared to those of compound O/H red (black) and H ox (magenta). The pure component spectrum of P (blue) (from a H red single-turnover reaction using WT MMOB) has been overlaid for a comparison with P*. Experimental conditions as described in the legend of Figure 3 . The inset shows expanded spectra showing the difference in absorbance for intermediates P*, O, and P in the long wavelength region.
Mossbauer Characterization of Compound P* Reveals a Diferrous Center. Using 57 Fe-enriched H red and H33A MMOB in the absence of a substrate, we have prepared three samples for Mossbauer characterization of P* ( Figure 7A−C) . Of the three samples, the first is the fully reduced sMMO, while the latter two were rapid-freeze-quenched at 320 ms and 3 s, respectively, after being mixed with O 2 at the times for which P* and Q are predicted to be near maximal levels (see Figure 4 , bottom). Analyses of the Mossbauer spectra were complicated by the presence of a large fraction of slow-reacting diferrous MMOH (H sl red , ∼60% in the Mossbauer samples, 45% in the EPR samples) that is always encountered for MMOH from both M.t. OB3b and M.c. Bath. 18, 20 In the absence of substrates, H sl red decays into the oxidized state H sl ox with an overall rate constant of 0.023 s −1 at 4°C and pH 7.
17
Measurements of MMOH samples exhibiting a range of activities have shown that the reactive and slow-reacting fractions exhibit indistinguishable Mossbauer spectra for both the diferric and diferrous states. 42, 43 Previous studies have established that the yield of product is >80% from a singleturnover reaction in the presence of MMOB allowed to proceed until all of the diferrous MMOH has been oxidized in a manner independent of the fraction of slow-reactive MMOH present. 17 We hypothesize that H sl red fails to form the proper complex with MMOB, thereby making O 2 binding a rather slow and rate-limiting step and masking intermediate formation. The diiron cluster itself is likely to remain in a uniform, active conformation.
The two iron sites of H red are inequivalent and display distinct Mossbauer spectra. 43 In the absence of an applied magnetic field, each site yields a quadrupole doublet. The quadrupole splitting, ΔE Q (1), of site 1 is essentially the same for all molecules in the sample; i.e., the two lines of the doublet are sharp. ΔE Q (2), however, is substantially distributed about its mean value, resulting in the observation of broad absorption lines (such broadening is frequently observed for high-spin Fe II complexes). We wondered whether these lines were truly broadened or whether they masked the presence of two doublets representing site 2 (as the latter case, for instance, might occur if a binding site for water is partially occupied). To address this point and to enhance the spectral resolution, we have removed the line width contribution of the 57 Co Mossbauer source (∼0.12 mm/s) using a Fourier transform procedure described by Dibar-Ure, Flinn, and others. 44, 45 The resolution-enhanced spectra, shown and described in the Supporting Information, suggest that the line positions of all doublets present have been identified and that site 2 produces one, albeit broadened, doublet rather than two. The sharp doublet of site 1 has a quadrupole splitting ΔE Q of 3.22 mm/s and an isomer shift δ of 1.26 mm/s (red line in Figure 7A ). We have simulated the broadened doublet of site 2 (blue line in Figure 7A ) by using Voigt line shapes, convoluting a Lorentzian with a full width of 0.15 mm/s into a Gaussian with a full width of 0.65 mm/s (this is accomplished by using a negative line width in WMOSS).
For this study, we were interested in modeling the shape of the high-energy lines of sites 1 and 2 such that a good value is obtained for the total amount of diferrous cluster in the sample Figure 6 . pH dependence profile of the kinetic steps of P* formation and decay. The rate constants were obtained from a global fit of the H red single-turnover reaction using H33A MMOB in the presence of furan at each pH point. The experimental error for the data in the right panel falls within the symbols used to indicate the data. (the spectral area to the right of the dashed line, which represents half of the ferrous absorption, is not contaminated by contributions from other species). The blue and red lines were obtained by simulating the ferrous high-energy feature, assuming a 1:1 site ratio (a 1:1 site ratio is strongly indicated by the 8.0 T spectrum of Figure 13 of ref 43 ). We are not claiming that the black solid line in Figure 7A (sum of red and blue curves) is a unique representation for H red (both reactive and slow-reacting), but the decomposition will serve this purpose well. The parameters used are quoted in the legend of Figure 7 .
The black curve of Figure 7A suggests that ∼95% of the iron in the sample prior to mixing with O 2 is high-spin ferrous. The remaining 5% of the iron probably originates from unreduced diferric species that remains constant in all samples. The highenergy lines of this species would appear in the central part of the spectrum (see green arrows in Figure 7 ). In the following, all Fe percentages quoted refer to percentages of total Fe in a sample. Figure 7B shows a Mossbauer spectrum of a sample freezequenched at 320 ms (P* sample). It can be seen that the spectra of panels A and B of Figure 7 are exceedingly alike. Fitting the rightmost feature as described above shows that ∼86% of the iron of the P* sample is diferrous, yet nearly all of the g = 16 EPR feature belonging to the active fraction of MMOH, H red and O, has disappeared at this time ( Figure 2) . If the disappearing fraction of the signal were to indicate oxidation of the cluster, we would expect to observe at most 55% of the diferrous cluster (the remaining H sl red ) in the Mossbauer spectrum, suggesting that P* is diferrous (we will strengthen this argument shortly). The ∼8% Fe that disappeared from the ferrous pool accumulates in the spectral region where diferric intermediates P, H ox , and H sl ox absorb ( Figure 7B, arrows) . We note that a P* sample of a second enzyme preparation produced a spectrum identical to that of Figure 7B . Figure 7C shows a Mossbauer spectrum quenched 3 s after the addition of O 2 . The most conspicuous change between the spectra of the 320 ms and 3 s samples is a pronounced decline of the diferrous species. This change is readily appreciated by plotting ( Figure 7E ) the spectra of panels B (dashed) and C (cyan) of Figure 7 such that their spectral area represents the same amount of total iron. Analysis of the spectrum in Figure  7C shows that the ferrous pool now contains 58% of the total Fe. Hence, between 320 ms and 3 s, ∼28% of the iron in the sample is converted from the ferrous state into a higher oxidation state. By removing the remaining 58% of the ferrous Fe from the spectrum of Figure 7C (this fraction is due to residual H sl red and presumably some P*), we obtained the spectrum of Figure 7D , which shows the spectra of the species that result from the iron that vanished from the ferrous pool. The majority component in Figure 7D , representing 23% of the total Fe (57% of the active iron), is a species (orange line) with a ΔE Q of 0.53 mm/s and a δ of 0.18 mm/s. Within the uncertainties (±0.02 mm/s for ΔE Q and ±0.01 mm/s for δ), these values agree with those previously reported for Fe IV Fe IV intermediate Q. 20, 21 An additional ∼7% of the iron can be attributed to a doublet with parameters (ΔE Q ∼ 1.55 mm/s, and δ ∼ 0.69 mm/s) indicative of diferric peroxo intermediate P; its contribution is outlined by the magenta line in Figure 7D . Approximately 6% of the total iron (over and above the original unreduced fraction) is diferric at 3 s (green curve).
As summarized in Table 1 , the distribution of species revealed by the Mossbauer spectra correlates very well with the kinetically derived speciation plot in the bottom panel of Figure  4 . At 3 s, the kinetics predict that the sample will be composed of 50% H sl red , 10% P*, 4% P, 22% Q, 2% H ox , 6% H sl ox , and 5% unidentified species that may include H ox that was never reduced. The observed fractions are 58% diferrous (H sl red and presumably P*), 7% P, 23% Q, 7% diferric (H ox and H sl ox ), and 5% other unidentified nondiferrous species. The excellent agreement at this time point, particularly the correct prediction of the amount of Q observed, suggests that the speciation plot is accurate and can be used to predict the distribution of species at 320 ms. The 28% loss of diferrous material observed between the 320 ms and 3 s time points consists of a 6% loss of H sl red and a 22% loss of P*. P* is partially converted into P and then Q, while the small fraction of P present at 320 ms also flows into Q. Because the speciation plot and the Mossbauer spectra show that approximately the same amount of P is present at both time points, the net loss of diferrous P* [22% ( Figure  7C) ] should approximately equal the net gain of Q (23%), as observed. The speciation plot predicts that the level of P* declined by 67% between 320 ms and 3 s, suggesting that 35% of the total iron was in the P* state when it was at its maximal concentration near 0.3 s after reaction with O 2 . This value is also consistent with kinetic predictions and the observed Mossbauer total of 86% diferrous cluster at 320 ms (predicted 55% H sl red and 33% P*). Together, these findings strongly support the assignment of P* as a diferrous species.
The line shape of the ferrous pool has small variations throughout the series of experiments, but these variations are so minor that we were not able to extract a unique spectrum for P* by examining difference spectra. Obviously, the Mossbauer spectrum of P* is very similar to that of H red . As pointed out above, we explored the possibility that the distribution of the ΔE Q values at site 2 arises from the superposition of two or more distinct species (more than one form of H red or H red with O or P*). However, the Fourier transform-treated spectra shown in Figure S1 of the Supporting Information provide no evidence that site 2 contributes two different doublets which would indicate, across the molecular population, two ligand geometries for site 2.
As described above, the use of H33A MMOB shifts the kinetics such that P* can be trapped effectively in a 0.3−3 s time window. As a control, a sample was prepared at 0.3 s using WT MMOB. A 4.2 K, the zero-field Mossbauer spectrum is shown in Figure 8B . The spectrum of the H33A MMOB sample of Figure 7B is shown in Figure 8A for comparison. In Figure 8B , ∼15% of the iron belongs to intermediate P (magenta line) and 20% is associated with intermediate Q (orange line), which is in excellent agreement with the expected amounts of these species based on the rate constants for intermediate conversion reported previously. 15, 19 We note that the amount of iron in P and Q represents essentially all iron belonging to the reactive MMOH fraction, and thus, the formation of these species is significantly accelerated when using WT MMOB. The Mossbauer parameters of P are not readily obtained because the low-energy line of the doublet is invariably masked by the contribution of other species. Currently, our best estimates, obtained from analysis of the spectrum of Figure 8B , are as follows: ΔE Q = 1.53 ± 0.06 mm/ s, and δ = 0.66 ± 0.03 mm/s. These values using WT MMOB agree well with the ΔE Q of 1.51 mm/s and the δ of 0.66 mm/s reported for P (termed H peroxo ) for the M.c. Bath enzyme. 18 
■ DISCUSSION
The combination of the use of H33A MMOB to provide a constriction in the flow of the reaction cycle, inclusion of substrate to eliminate the strong background chromophore from compound Q, and the collection of sensitive spectrakinetic data has allowed the observation of transient intermediate P* in the single-turnover reaction of MMOH. Our early transient kinetic studies strongly suggested that a reaction cycle intermediate occurs after O and before P, and that it should accumulate to observable levels (maximum of ∼45%). 17, 19, 28 Nevertheless, direct detection has proven to be difficult. These results show that this was the case because intermediates H red , O, and P* have very similar optical spectra and also because the kinetics of intermediate interconversion dictate that a high background from the more strongly absorbing P and Q are always present when WT MMOB is utilized in the reaction. On the basis of the observation that the decay of O results in the loss of the g = 16 EPR signal characteristic of the diferrous cluster, we originally proposed that P* would contain one or two Fe III ions in some sort of oxygen-bound cluster. 17, 19 Our study shows that this is not the case, suggesting that the critical step in the preparation of the cluster to bind and activate O 2 occurs by a novel mechanism. This aspect of the MMOH reaction cycle is discussed here.
The . 34 The expression for Δ reveals that a minor structural change at the active site could change one of the relevant parameters such that Δ exceedes ≈0.3 cm −1 , the energy of the microwave quantum at X-band, essentially abolishing the resonance. Given that J is already very small, a decrease in J, for instance, by a mere 0.3 cm −1 would be sufficient to explain the disappearance of the EPR signal for P*. In principle, these changes could be probed at Q-band, but the interpretation of such experiments might be difficult as the signals from H red and P* may overlap. Of course, in the transition from O to P*, the exchange coupling constant J may change sign to render an antiferromagnetically coupled system, with the consequence that the ground quasi-doublet is EPR silent.
The Diferrous Nature of P* Is Not Consistent with a Superoxo or Peroxo Cluster. The analysis of the transient kinetics of the single-turnover reaction of H red in the presence of H33A MMOB with or without furan allows prediction of the relative concentrations of O, P*, P, and Q at any point during the time course (Figure 4 ). Mossbauer spectra of samples taken at diagnostic points during the time course show that the concentrations of the previously characterized intermediates P and Q are predicted very accurately. This strongly suggests that P* is also present at the predicted concentrations. With this Figure 7B . Spectrum B exhibits considerable accumulation of intermediates P (15% of Fe, magenta) and Q (20%, orange).
being the case, the Mossbauer spectrum of the 320 ms sample shows that the only species present at a sufficient concentration to be P* must have a diferrous cluster with parameters similar to those of H red and O. 48 a broadly distributed hyperfine parameter may possibly reflect a "soft" coordinate that vastly amplifies a minute structural heterogeneity, rather than a molecular structure with pronounced disorder. The distributed ΔE Q of site 2, while not yet understood, is valuable for this study in that it becomes a sensitive monitor of the structure of the diferrous MMOH diiron cluster.
It is noteworthy that the zero-field Mossbauer spectra of H red and P* are essentially identical. There are very minor changes, but these changes are too small to be analyzed and may reflect subtle changes between preparations or even freezing effects. In particular, both H red and P* seem to have a similar, if not identical, distributed ΔE Q for site 2. This suggests that the changes that occur during formation of P* and attendent loss of the g = 16 EPR signal have only small effects on the cluster structure and ligation.
Potential Structures of P*. The data available are not sufficient to determine the precise nature of the change occurring as O is converted to P*. These changes, however, result in the loss of the g = 16 signal without a change in oxidation state or major change in the cluster structure. One possibility, illustrated in step a of Scheme 2, is that O 2 binds nearby or directly to the cluster, displacing the solvent water molecule that has been shown to bridge the iron atoms in the crystal structure of diferrous MMOH from the nearly identical H red from M.c. Bath. 49 VTVH MCD and CD studies indicate that the iron atoms of the diferrous cluster are both primarily five-coordinate, indicating that the solvent seen in the crystal structure is likely to be weakly bound and displaceable. 46 56,57 In our case, displacing solvent and/or replacing it with weakly bound O 2 in the coordination sphere would be consistent with the minor increase in the intensity of the optical spectrum of P* compared with that of O as well as the minor changes observed in the Mossbauer spectrum.
Steps in O 2 Activation. Three facts are known about intermediates P and/or Q that must be reconciled in considering the models for P* that arise from the discussion here and from DFT studies. 29−31,58−61 First, Mossbauer spectra reported here and elsewhere show that the two iron atoms in intermediate P are in very similar electronic environments, and the same is true of the two iron atoms in Q. 18, 20, 21 Second, pH studies reported here and in previous studies of both M.t. and M.c. MMOH single-turnover kinetics show that the O to P* transition does not require a proton transfer, whereas both the P* to P transition and the P to Q transition are pHdependent. 16, 19 A proton inventory study suggests that each of the pH-dependent steps involves a single proton hop, although one essential and one nonessential proton translocation are predicted on the basis of fitting the pH dependency for the P to Q transition in M.c. MMOH. 16, 18, 19 Third, the Mossbauer spectrum of P exhibits an isomer shift of ∼0.66 mm/s which is similar to that observed for deprotonated peroxo ligands. 62−65 This suggests that a proton is transferred to some moiety other than the bridging peroxo group as P is formed. It is also relevant to note here that metal centers in enzymes tend to maintain a constant net local charge, and this appears to be a net charge of zero for the structurally characterized states of MMOH. 66−68 For this to be true in the case of the formation of P from P*, the proton transfer must occur between groups bound to the diiron cluster, and charge balance at each iron requires that the donor and acceptor groups be associated with the same iron atom.
The intermediates shown in steps a−c of Scheme 2 satisfy all of the experimental observations and maintain a neutral overall net charge for the cluster. Glu114 is proposed to play the role of accepting a proton from Fe1-bound solvent and eventually donating it to the peroxo moiety to promote O−O bond cleavage. 19 This maintains the local charge on Fe1 and satisfies the required one-hop proton transfer process. The protonation of the carboxylate residue and its hydrogen bonding interaction with the bridging peroxide moiety are supported by information obtained from synthetic diiron model compound mimics of P and DFT studies of oxygen activation in RNR. 69, 70 This pathway also requires the minimal structural reorganizations in the O to P* to P sequence, consistent with the Mossbauer results reported here.
Comparison with Intermediate P* from M.c. Bath. An intermediate occurring before H peroxo in the M.c. Bath MMOH single-turnover cycle (M.c. P*) that differs from the P* reported here in its reported oxidation state has been observed. 16 An Fe III Fe III oxidation state assignment in the case of M.c. P* was based on the observation of an electronic absorption spectrum similar to that of H peroxo . This was obtained by a global fit of the single-turnover absorption data at two diagnostic wavelengths for a reaction of M.c. H red with O 2 in the presence of WT M.c. MMOB and methane. While the presence of a substrate in both studies quenches the large absorption background arising from Q, the use of H33A MMOB in our study provides the additional advantages of increasing the yield of P* and reducing the background absorption from P. In our case, the oxidation state of P* was directly determined using Mossbauer spectroscopy, making it clear that there is insufficient Fe III Fe III species present to account for P* at the time it is maximized. The kinetics of intermediate conversion also differ significantly in the M.t. OB3b and M.c. Bath enzymes. The P* formation rate constants at 4°C and pH 7.0 are 26 and 6.7 s −1 for the M.t. and M.c. enzymes, respectively, in the presence of their specific WT MMOBs. Similarly, the P formation rate constants are reported to be 10 and 0.75 s −1 using WT MMOB for M.t. and M.c. enzymes, respectively. The similarity of the formation rate constants of M.c. P* and M.t. P raises the possibility that M.c. P* is another form of M.c. P, accounting for its similar optical spectrum. Thus far, we have not observed evidence of this species in the M.t. system.
■ CONCLUSION
In summary, this study has elucidated the electronic absorption and Mossbauer spectra of intermediate P* in the singleturnover cycle of M.t. MMOH. We should note that we were pleasantly surprised to find that the spectra-kinetic and Mossbauer data correlate exceedingly well, implying that either approach is likely to yield further useful results for elucidating the catalytic cycle of MMOH. Our results show that P* is a diferrous intermediate that is EPR silent at X-band (studies at Q-band might recover the g = 16 signal). One possibility for the formation of P* requiring minimal overall structural reorganization assumes association of O 2 with the diferrous cluster as the first step in a multiphase binding process that follows an effectively irreversible O 2 binding in the hydrophobic enzyme active site during the formation of intermediate O. A comparatively slow displacement of solvent from the metal center, and possible formation of a weak Fe II −oxygen complex, would overcome the most difficult steps in metal−O 2 complex formation and facilitate formation of the strong peroxo complex needed for O−O bond cleavage in the next step.
